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Abstract

This paper presents a motion control approach with a focus on robotic manipulators based on screw theory and dual quaternions.
The stability analysis of a general dual quaternion based controller has been capitalized to design an additional bounded twist
controller. This controller is proposed to limit the maximum twist of the end-effector within a desired value, while preserving the
accuracy achievable with high-gain feedback controllers. The proposed controllers could be useful for robotic tasks where curved
motion is preferred over straight line motion. In that regard, the trajectories taken by the proposed controllers were analyzed for
pose-to-pose control and some strategies have been provided for the proposed coupled controller to modify the natural trajectory.
These behaviors were verified on a real robot as well as in simulation, comparing the experimental results with conventional
decoupled controllers. The proposed controllers achieved smooth coupled motions which can be useful for tasks such as pick
and place and assembly operations. Moreover, our coupled controllers based on screw theory need less actuator motion than the
conventional decoupled approach for certain situations.
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1. Introduction
Most of the existing work on kinematic control considers

rigid body motion as a decoupled sequence of translation and
rotation. In these conventional approaches the rotation is repre-
sented by Euler angles, angle-axis parameters, or quaternions,5

while the translational error is usually interpreted as a three-
dimensional vector in the euclidean space. There are few works
dedicated to the controller design for the motion control of rigid
bodies on SE(3) i.e., the special Euclidean group of rigid-body
motions which considers a rigid body motion as a translation10

coupled with the rotational motion. Such coupled controllers
can be designed based on two main approaches for represent-
ing the complete pose of a rigid body: homogeneous transfor-
mation matrices (HTM) as in [1]; and, dual quaternions rep-
resenting a screw motion [2] or representing a combination of15

rotation and translation similar to HTM [3, 4, 5].
Dual quaternions can be seen as an extension of unit quater-

nions, where the complete pose of a rigid body (position and
orientation) is represented with one dual hypercomplex num-
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ber, instead of separately [6, 7, 8]. They provide several advan-20

tages compared to HTM for the representation of pose trans-
formation, such as higher computational efficiency, mathemat-
ical compactness, lack of singularities, optimal rigid transfor-
mation blending, among others (see [9, 10, 11]). These fea-
tures of dual quaternions have been used for skinning of de-25

formable models in computer graphics [12, 13, 14], for describ-
ing rigid body kinematic models [15, 16], and for kinematic and
dynamic modeling of systems such as spacecraft and drones
[17, 18, 19, 20].

There have been some studies on pose control of rigid bodies30

based on dual quaternions, such as [9, 10, 21, 22]. Other works
have explored applications in pose control for robotic manipu-
lators [4, 5, 2, 23], cooperative frameworks for dual-arm robots
[3] and [24], and mobile manipulation systems as in [25]. A few
works have adapted different control approaches such as robust35

control [26, 27], optimal linear quadratic control [28], discon-
tinuous hysteresis [29], self-reconfigurable techniques [30], and
sliding-mode control [31]. [32] provided some insights on this
problem by applying Lie group theory to dual quaternions and
dual vectors that can be involved in controllability and observ-40

ability analysis for the control of manipulators. Most of these
works adapted classical mathematical notions to dual quater-
nions, considering them as 8-tuples, thus abandoning the geo-
metrical meaning afforded by such representation.

While there are some works that consider coupled screw-45

motion with dual quaternion control design [2, 10, 9, 33], most
of the mathematical properties of dual numbers and dual vec-
tors are not taken into account for the stability proofs. In this
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work, the stability proofs for such kinematic controllers are di-
rectly based on the mathematical properties of dual vectors and50

screw parameters. This manuscript proposes a generalized dual
quaternion kinematic controller, which can be tailored to meet
different performance behaviors, as compared to, for instance,
[33] where the stability proof presented is very specific for the
controllers they proposed. Our proposed controllers are based55

on screw motion for computing pose errors, thus bringing to-
gether the concepts of screw-based manipulator kinematic mod-
eling and screw-based control of rigid bodies. Whereas the dual
quaternion controller in [33] only considers rigid bodies.

One of the aspects related to pose-to-pose controllers of ma-60

nipulators is the natural convergence trajectory. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, the trajectory differences between cou-
pled and decoupled controllers in the context of kinematic con-
trol for manipulators have never been discussed. The analysis
of the natural trajectory taken by different controllers becomes65

important with regards to the safety of the robot, equipment or
humans for situations where trajectory generation is not possi-
ble. Such a situation can arise for example during teleoperation
tasks where the trajectory from human arm motion is received
at an unknown rate, which can be either due to visual occlusion70

or due to sensor noise.
There are some works in the past that have talked about

the natural convergence trajectory of manipulators, for instance
[10, 9], and most importantly [33]. Specific controllers were
proposed in [33] that resulted in helical trajectories. However,75

the geometrical meaning of screw displacement is not exploited
in the control design, thus the resulting trajectories deviate from
a pure screw displacement related to the starting and desired
poses. We provide additional insights to [33] and a comparison
with our work in Section 4.5.80

The main contributions of our work can be summarized as
follows:

• We provide a general stability proof which can be use-
ful for synthesizing dual quaternion kinematic controllers.
We use this stability analysis for the design of an addi-85

tional controller that ensures bounded motions for enhanc-
ing safety and stability during pose control, for example,
transporting liquids without spillage.

• We analyse the trajectory taken by the coupled and the
conventional decoupled controller and demonstrate its use-90

fulness for some common tasks and to satisfy additional
task constraints like dealing with hinged doors, opening
drawers, etc [34]. For situations where the curved motion
is not possible, which is the case if there is no change in
the rotation between starting and goal poses, we provide95

some strategies to force a curved motion during pose-to-
pose control. These strategies have application in tasks
such as pick and place or assembly using insertion. We
validate these strategies in simulation and on a robotic ma-
nipulator, in addition to a detailed comparative analysis100

with a conventional kinematic controller.

The contents of this paper are organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the main properties of dual numbers, dual vectors,

and dual quaternions. The controllers are designed in Section
3, while screw bounds are designed in the subsection 3.2. Ex-105

perimental results are presented in Section 4. Lastly, some con-
cluding remarks are discussed in Section 5.

2. Dual Quaternion Essentials
2.1. Mathematical Notation

In this work, mathematical symbols will be denoted as in the110

following table:

Mathematical entity Notation with examples
Scalar numbers Italics: a, b, c ∈ R

Quaternions Bold italics: q, qr, qt ∈ H
Vectors Arrow, italics: a⃗, v⃗, g⃗ ∈ R3

Dual numbers Hat, italics: â, b̂, ĉ ∈ DR
Dual quaternions Hat, bold italics: q̂, q̂d, q̂e ∈ DH

Dual vectors Hat, arrow: ˆ⃗a, ˆ⃗v, ˆ⃗g ∈ DR3

Table 1: Mathematical notation.

Throughout the theoretical development in this work, if a real
number (referred to as scalar) or a vector is referred to as quater-
nion, it implies that a zero vector or a zero-value real number
term has been appended to the variable, respectively. Similarly115

if a dual vector is then denoted as a dual quaternion, it implies
that a zero-value real number has been added as the scalar term
to both primary and dual part. For instance, let ˆ⃗v B v⃗r + ϵv⃗t de-
note a dual vector, then v̂ = 0+v⃗r+ϵ(0+v⃗t). Inversely, from dual
quaternion (1), a dual vector can be expressed as ˆ⃗q = q⃗r + ϵq⃗t,120

by ignoring the scalar parts of qr and qt.
Dual Quaternions are a kind of dual numbers composed by

two quaternions (for a detailed review of quaternions see [35,
36, 37]), such that

q̂ ≜ qr + ϵ qt, ϵ , 0, ϵ2 = 0, (1)

where qr ≜ qr + q⃗r and qt ≜ qt + q⃗t belong to the quater-
nion set H, and are known as the primary and dual parts of q̂,
and ϵ is a null-potent term which is sometimes referred to as
a dual-unit in the context of dual numbers. In addition to dual125

quaternions, dual numbers and dual vectors are also used in this
paper, which consist of scalars and vectors as primary and dual
parts, respectively. Quaternion and dual quaternion product op-
erator, marked with ◦, and other mathematical operations used
in this work are defined the same way as in [9].130

2.2. Mathematical Operations
Following mathematical operations will be used in this work,

which might be new to some of the readers. For a profound
review on dual quaternions and dual numbers, refer to [3] and
[38, 39, 40].135

2.2.1. Product between dual numbers
Following the scalar multiplication rules, and considering

ϵ2 = 0, the product of dual numbers is

(ar + ϵ at)(br + ϵ bt) = arbr + ϵ(arbt + atbr) (2)
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2.2.2. Product between a dual number and a dual vector
Following the scalar-vector multiplication rules, and consid-

ering ϵ2 = 0, the product of dual numbers is

(ar + ϵ at)(b⃗r + ϵ b⃗t) = arbr + ϵ(arb⃗t + atb⃗r). (3)

2.2.3. Division between dual numbers
The division between two dual numbers is computed as

ar + ϵat

br + ϵbt
=

ar

br
+ ϵ

(
at

br
−

arbt

b2
r

)
, (4)

where ar, at, br, bt ∈ R, and br , 0.

2.2.4. Comparison operations140

Operators >, <,≥,≤ involving dual numbers, will be resolved
by comparing both their primary and dual parts (ie. considering
â = ar + ϵat and b̂ = br + ϵbt, then â > b̂ if ar > br and at > bt).

2.2.5. Unit quaternion product
The product between two quaternions is computed as defined

in [35], and is symbolized by the operator ◦:

q1 ◦ q2 =
(
q1q2 − ⟨q⃗1, q⃗2⟩

)
+

(
q2q⃗1 + q1q⃗2 + q⃗1 × q⃗2

)
, (5)

where × represents the cross or vector product, and ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes145

the dot or inner product between vectors.

2.2.6. Dual vector norm

For a dual vector ˆ⃗a = a⃗r + ϵa⃗t such that a⃗r , [0 0 0]T , its
norm is defined as

∥ ˆ⃗a∥ = ∥a⃗r∥ + ϵ
⟨a⃗r, a⃗t⟩

∥a⃗r∥
, (6)

where ∥ · ∥ denotes the euclidean norm, notice that the primary
part of (6) is a positive definite scalar.

2.2.7. Dual vector inner product150

The inner product for dual vectors can be computed as〈
ˆ⃗a, ˆ⃗b

〉
= ⟨a⃗r, b⃗r⟩ + ϵ

(
⟨a⃗r, b⃗t⟩ + ⟨a⃗t, b⃗r⟩

)
. (7)

Following a geometrical approach, the dual vector inner
product can also be computed as〈

ˆ⃗a, ˆ⃗b
〉
≜ ∥ ˆ⃗a∥∥ ˆ⃗b∥ cos φ̂ = ∥ ˆ⃗a∥∥ ˆ⃗b∥(cosα + ϵ δ sinα), (8)

where φ̂ = α + ϵ δ represents the dual displacement, composed
by the angle α between the axes of a⃗r and b⃗r, and the distance δ
along their common normal, see [40].

2.2.8. Dual product bi-operator
Let ⊙ represent following operation between two dual num-

bers or between a dual number and a dual vector:

â ⊙ b̂ = arbr + ϵ atbt , or â ⊙ ˆ⃗b ≜ arb⃗r + ϵ atb⃗t. (9)

2.2.9. Dual vector normalization155

A normalized vector a⃗ ′ = a⃗/∥a⃗∥ represents the direction of
a⃗. It can be seen as a 3-dimensional generalization of the scalar
sign(·) function.

A normalized dual vector can similarly be computed as

ˆ⃗a′ =
ˆ⃗a

∥ ˆ⃗a∥
=

a⃗r + ϵa⃗t

∥a⃗r∥ + ϵ
⟨a⃗r ,⃗at⟩

a⃗r

=
a⃗r

∥a⃗r∥
+ ϵ

(
a⃗t∥a⃗r∥

2 − a⃗r⟨a⃗r, a⃗t⟩

∥a⃗r∥
3

)
. (10)

For more details on operations and properties of dual numbers
and dual vectors see [38].160

2.3. Dual quaternions and screw transformations

A very well known approach to express coupled rotational
and translational transformations is by employing screw dis-
placement, which we depict in Fig. 1. Similar to the ex-
ponential mapping of angle-axis parameters to compute the165

unit quaternions representing orientation related to a rigid body
pose, it is possible to express screw-based coupled transforma-
tions with the exponential mapping of screw motion. This char-
acteristic of dual quaternions to inherit the properties related to
quaternions has been referred to as the principle of transference170

[41, 20, 9]. Other properties that UDQs inherit from unit quater-
nions include double cover of SE(3) logarithmic mapping, in-
verse transformation using conjugate, interpolation, etc. We
have exploited these properties in our implementation to deal
with controller design, its validation and comparison with ex-175

isting works.

A representation of pose transformation using screw motion
is composed of four displacement parameters: θ, ℓ⃗, d, and m⃗.
An axis-angle rotation is represented by a rotation θ ∈ R+ along
an axis ℓ⃗ ∈ R3, while d ∈ R symbolizes a displacement over the180

same axis. Here m⃗ ∈ R3 is a moment vector, computed from
the screw radius c⃗ and the rotation axis ℓ⃗ as m⃗ = c⃗ × ℓ⃗, notice
that c⃗ ⊥ ℓ⃗, m⃗ ⊥ ℓ⃗ and m⃗ ⊥ c⃗.

A unit dual quaternion q̂ can then be computed from screw
parameters with exponential mapping:

q̂ = eϑ̂/2 = cos
(
θ

2

)
+ ℓ⃗ sin

(
θ

2

)
(11)

+ ϵ

(
−

d
2

sin
(
θ

2

)
+ ℓ⃗

d
2

cos
(
θ

2

)
+ m⃗ sin

(
θ

2

))
.

We can compute the screw displacement parameters from a dual
quaternion using logarithmic mapping as

ϑ̂ = 2 ln q̂ = (0 + θℓ⃗) + ϵ(0 + dℓ⃗ + θm⃗), (12)
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Figure 1: Screw motion with a translation d, and a rotation θ over an axis ℓ⃗,
with a moment m⃗.

The screw parameters are computed by following the strategy
proposed in [2]. A discontinuity has been introduced to avoid185

the multiple representations of the same pose, that compromise
stability due to a topological obstruction [42], and to ensure
that the shortest path is always followed as −π < θ < π. This is
achieved by inverting the sign of the dual quaternion as:

• Case when 0 < | cos−1(qr)| < π:

θ = cos−1(qr), d = −2
qt

sin(θ/2)
,

ℓ⃗ =
q⃗r

sin(θ/2)
, m⃗ =

(
q⃗t − qr

d
2
ℓ⃗

)
1

sin(θ/2)
,

(13)

• Case when | cos−1(qr)| ≥ π:

θ = cos−1(−qr), d = 2
qt

sin(θ/2)
,

ℓ⃗ =
−q⃗r

sin(θ/2)
, m⃗ =

(
qr

d
2
ℓ⃗ − q⃗t

)
1

sin(θ/2)
,

(14)

A special case is also considered to avoid singularities when
θ ≈ 0 (pure translation) as:

d = 2∥q⃗t∥ , ℓ⃗ = 2q⃗t/d , m⃗ = [0, 0, 0]T (15)

Remark 1. Considering that ˆ⃗
ϑ from (12) denotes a screw

transformation, then its norm represents the magnitude of such
screw (rotation angle θ and translation d). Furthermore, apply-
ing (6) to (12) yields:

ϑ̂ = ∥2 ln q̂∥ = θ + ϵd. (16)

Therefore, ϑ̂ represents the magnitude of a screw transforma-190

tion as a dual number. Notice from (6) that θ is positive definite.

Remark 2. If a dual vector ˆ⃗
ϑ represents a transformation as

in (12), then its normalized dual vector ˆ⃗
ϑ′ represents its screw

direction with a unitary magnitude. Furthermore, applying (10)
to (12) results in:

ˆ⃗
ϑ′ =

ˆ⃗
ϑ∥∥∥ ˆ⃗
ϑ
∥∥∥ = 2 ln q̂
∥2 ln q̂∥

= ℓ⃗ + ϵm⃗. (17)

Therefore, ˆ⃗
ϑ′ represents a screw transformation over axis ℓ⃗,

with a moment vector m⃗ and a magnitude
∥∥∥ ˆ⃗
ϑ′

∥∥∥ = 1 + ϵ 0.

2.4. Dual quaternion kinematics
The derivative of a unit dual quaternion is given by

˙̂q =
1
2

q̂ ◦ ξ̂, (18)

where ξ̂ is the twist (combination of rotational and translational
velocities), defined as a dual quaternion such that

ξ̂ =
d
dt

2 ln q̂ = 0 + θ̇ℓ⃗ + θ ˙⃗ℓ + ϵ(0 + ḋℓ⃗ + d ˙⃗
ℓ + θ̇m⃗ + θ ˙⃗m) (19)

This can be interpreted as a screw velocity represented as a sin-195

gle dual variable. It contains a rotational velocity θ̇ℓ⃗ + θ ˙⃗ℓ; the
translational component composed by a linear velocity ḋ along
the screw axis ℓ⃗; and a tangential velocity resulting from the
rotational velocity θ̇ with the moment vector m⃗ [10, 33].

2.5. Dual quaternion error kinematics200

An error between two dual quaternion poses computed and
represented in a common base frame (which has been omitted
in the superscript for brevity) can be computed by using the
quaternion product between a desired pose q̂d with a pose q̂ as

q̂e = q̂d ◦ q̂∗, (20)

where q̂∗ = q∗r + ϵq∗t = qr − q⃗r + ϵ (qt − q⃗t) denotes the conjugate
of q̂ (see [10]). Then the derivative of (20) is given by

˙̂qe =
1
2

q̂e ◦ ξ̂e = ˙̂qd ◦ q̂∗ − q̂d ◦ q̂∗ ◦ q̂∗ ◦ ˙̂q, (21)

where ξ̂e represents the twist error. Extending the dual quater-
nion derivatives, and solving for ξ̂e, yields

ξ̂e =
d
dt

2 ln q̂e = q̂ ◦ ξ̂d ◦ q̂∗ − ξ̂, (22)

where ξ̂d denotes the desired twist. If the reference transforma-
tion is assumed to be quasi-constant, then its twist (composed
by the rotational and translational velocities) can be assumed
to be almost zero (i.e. ξ̂d ≊ 0 + 0⃗ + (0 + 0⃗)ϵ), then it can be
considered that ξ̂e ≊ −ξ̂.205

3. Kinematic Screw Control Design
A dual quaternion kinematic control law is now developed

for robotic manipulators. Let q̂e = q̂d ◦ q̂∗ represent a pose
error between the end effector q̂, and a reference q̂d, computed
and represented in a common frame.210

We define a Lyapunov candidate function as:

V̂ B Vr + ϵVt B
1
2
∥2 ln q̂e∥ ⊙ ∥2 ln q̂e∥ =

1
2

(θ2e + ϵ d2
e ) , (23)

with Vr, Vt ∈ R+. Such that the time derivative of (23) is also a
dual number (following ˙̂a = ȧr + ϵȧt) given by

˙̂V = ∥2 ln q̂e∥ ⊙

〈
2 ln q̂e

∥2 ln q̂e∥
,

ˆ⃗
ξe

〉
= θeθ̇e + ϵ deḋe. (24)

4



If a controller designed for ˆ⃗
ξe ensures that the Lyapunov

function derivative behaves as

˙̂V = ∥2 ln q̂e∥ ⊙

〈
2 ln q̂e

∥2 ln q̂e∥
,

ˆ⃗
ξe

〉
< 0 + ϵ 0, (25)

then the convergence of 2 ln q̂e → 0⃗ + ϵ 0⃗ would be guaranteed.

Theorem 1. A twist controller defined as

ˆ⃗
ξe B −λ̂

2 ln q̂e

∥2 ln q̂e∥
(26)

with λ̂ B λr + ϵλt, λr, λt ∈ R, such that λr > 0 and sign(λt) =
sign(de), ensures convergence of 2 ln q̂e → 0⃗ + ϵ 0⃗ by means of
Lyapunov function (23) and its derivative (24). Thus stabilizing
the dual quaternion error kinematics from system (22) with a215

convergence behavior that depends on the design of λ̂.

Proof 1. Introducing (26) into (24), ˙̂V is rewritten as

˙̂V = −∥2 ln q̂e∥ ⊙

〈
2 ln q̂e

∥2 ln q̂e∥
,

2 ln q̂e

∥2 ln q̂e∥
λ̂

〉
. (27)

Notice that the control action of (26) consists on a twist motion
of magnitude λ̂ in the screw error direction, therefore consider-
ing Remark 2, (27) becomes

˙̂V = − ∥2 ln q̂e∥ ⊙
〈
(ℓ⃗e + ϵm⃗e), (ℓ⃗e + ϵm⃗e)λ̂

〉
(28)

= − ∥2 ln q̂e∥ ⊙
〈
(ℓ⃗e + ϵm⃗e), (ℓ⃗e + ϵm⃗e)(λr + ϵλt)

〉
.

Considering the dual vector inner product geometrical prop-
erties from (8) yields〈

(ℓ⃗e + ϵm⃗e), (ℓ⃗e + ϵm⃗e)λ̂
〉
= λ̂(cosαe + ϵ δe sinαe), (29)

however since ℓ⃗e ∥ λr ℓ⃗e, then αe = 0. Thus (28) becomes

˙̂V = − ∥2 ln q̂e∥ ⊙ λ̂ (30)
= − (θeλr + ϵ deλt).

Recalling from (6) and (16) that θe is a positive definite
scalar. Hence, λr and λt must be designed such that λr > 0 for
all θe > 0 and sign(λt) = sign(de), then it holds that ˙̂V < 0+ ϵ 0
for all θe, de , 0. In the case that θe = 0 and de = 0, then220

˙̂V = 0 + ϵ 0 implying V̂ → 0 + ϵ 0 and hence 2 ln q̂e → 0⃗ + ϵ 0⃗.
■

Theorem 1 implies that several choices can be made to design
λ̂. This fact enables the exploration of different convergence
behaviors. In the following subsection, some controllers are225

proposed as a consequence of this observation.

3.1. Proportional twist controller
The most straightforward option for selecting λ̂ is to define it

as λ̂ B k̂ ⊙ ∥2 ln q̂e∥, with k̂ B kr + ϵ kt, such that

ˆ⃗
ξe = −krθeℓ⃗e − ϵ

(
krθem⃗e + ktdeℓ⃗e

)
(31)

with kr, kt ∈ R+. (31) can be seen as a proportional control
action in the screw error opposite direction (see [2]).

Corollary 1.1. Introducing λ̂ B k̂ ⊙ ∥2 ln q̂e∥ to the Lyapunov
function derivative (28) results in

˙̂V = −(krθ
2
e + ϵ ktd2

e ). (32)

The proportional action of the controller implies that ˙̂V < 0+ϵ 0230

for all θe, de , 0, and ˙̂V = 0 + ϵ 0 if θe, de = 0 the system will
exponentially converge to zero.

3.2. Bounded proportional twist controller
The inconvenience of controller (31) is that large unbounded

pose errors could yield excessive twists. This may result in
aggressive movement that could be hazardous for the robot and
nearby operators. A solution to this problem is to define λ̂ in
different cases of the screw error, given that a proportional twist
is given by k̂ ⊙ ∥2 ln q̂e∥ = krθe + ϵktde, such as

λ̂ B


krθe + ϵktde for krθe < θµ , kt |de| < dµ,
krθe + ϵdµsign(de) for krθe < θµ , kt |de| ≥ dµ,
θµ + ϵktde for krθe ≥ θµ , kt |de| < dµ,
θµ + ϵ dµsign(de) for krθe ≥ θµ , kt |de| ≥ dµ,

(33)

where ϑ̂µ B θµ + ϵ dµsign(de) is a constant twist bound given
by a maximum angle θµ and displacement dµ.235

The twist controller can be formed as

ˆ⃗
ξeB


(krθe + ϵktde) ˆ⃗

ϑ′ for krθe < θµ , kt |de| < dµ,

(krθe + ϵdµsign(de)) ˆ⃗
ϑ′ for krθe < θµ , kt |de| ≥ dµ,

(θµ + ϵktde) ˆ⃗
ϑ′ for krθe ≥ θµ , kt |de| < dµ,

(θµ + ϵ dµsign(de)) ˆ⃗
ϑ′ for krθe ≥ θµ , kt |de| ≥ dµ,

(34)

Corollary 1.2. The consequence of introducing (34) in (28)
can be analyzed in four cases. First consider that (34) is sat-
urated when krθe < θµ , kt |de| < dµ, such that it consists on a
constant twist in the opposite direction of q̂e. Therefore

˙̂V = −θµθe − ϵ dµdesign(de) (35)

is negative definite, and ensures finite time convergence of
2 ln q̂e → 0⃗ + ϵ0⃗, see [43]. Therefore, a finite time exists when
(depending on the initial error magnitude), either the rotation
or the translation will arrive the second or third case, such that
krθe < θµ , kt |de| ≥ dµ, or krθe ≥ θµ , kt |de| < dµ, then, (25)
becomes

˙̂V = −krθ
2
e − ϵ dµdesign(de) (36)

or
˙̂V = −θµθe − ϵ ktd2

e , (37)

which are both negative definite, and will continue to ensure
2 ln q̂e → 0⃗ + ϵ0⃗. Finally, a time exists such that k̂ ⊙ ∥2 ln q̂e∥ <
ϑ̂µ, and (25) becomes

˙̂V = −(krθ
2
e + ϵ ktd2

e ). (38)

Then, it holds that ˙̂V < 0+ ϵ 0 for all θe, de , 0, and ˙̂V = 0+ ϵ 0
if θe, de = 0, such that ∥2 ln q̂e∥ < ϑ̂µ after a finite time, and then
2 ln q̂e → 0⃗ + ϵ 0⃗ exponentially.
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Remark: In order maintain the harmony between the conver-
gence of rotational and translational error, i.e. to respect the240

screw motion, both the rotational and translational gains are ad-
justed when either krθe or ktde goes out of bound. We achieve
this by the considering the control input ˆ⃗

ξe as a 6D vector ([44])
and scaling it to a value so that the lowest value of the rotational
and translational bounds are respected.245

4. Experimental Validation
We chose Franka Emika PANDA robot with 7 revolute joints

for the validation of the proposed controllers. In the following
sections we will provide more detail about the implementation
strategy.250

4.1. Dual quaternion based coupled Jacobian
Let ω = [ω1 ω2 · · · ω7]T denote the current joint angular

velocities. The relation between the end-effector twist (or the
control action) and ω is given by[

ξ⃗Tr ξ⃗
T
t
]T
=

[
ˆ⃗s1

ˆ⃗s2 · · · ˆ⃗s7

]
ω = JDQω , (39)

where ˆ⃗si is the current joint screw axis for the ith joint repre-
sented as a column vector, ξ⃗r and ξ⃗t denote the rotational and
translational vector components of ˆ⃗

ξe = ξ⃗r + ϵξ⃗t, computed by
controllers (31) or (34). JDQ is a dual quaternion based Jaco-255

bian matrix, as described in [2] and [45], where the scalar com-
ponents of both primary and dual parts are null, and therefore
not considered.

4.2. Decoupled Jacobian
The proposeed controllers were compared with a popular

controller that decouples the rotational and translational mo-
tions. This decoupled controller is defined as

u⃗r = kr(θ⃗e) , u⃗t = kt( p⃗d − p⃗), (40)

where kr, kt > 0 denote positive gains. The orientation error,260

given in angle-axis notation (see [35]), between the current ori-
entation q and the desired orientation quaternion qd is given as
θ⃗e = 2 ln(q∗d ◦ q). The current and desired end-effector positions
are represented with p⃗ and p⃗d respectively.

The relation between controller (40) and joint velocities ω is
then given by [

u⃗T
r u⃗T

t
]T
= JKDLω, (41)

where JKDL is obatined from the KDL library [46, 47]. While265

we only validate our bounded twist controller (Section 3.2) in
the experiments, we can devise a similar strategy to bound the
control twist in the case of a decoupled controller as well. We
can consider independent bounds for the rotational and trans-
lational sub-systems. We can either bound the norm of those270

components (three components of each), or we can compute
the scaling factor based on the largest magnitude components
and the desired bound.

In order to avoid singularities, a “damped” pseudo-inverse
J−1 ≊ JT ∗ (JJT + zI6×6)−1 was used for both coupled and275

decoupled controllers, given in (39) and (41), respectively, with
a small damping factor z = 0.001. I6×6 refers to a 6 × 6 identity
matrix.

4.3. Experimental Setup
The controllers were implemented in ROS and on Franka280

Emika Panda robot. We used the in-built joint velocity control
mode for the robot. The algorithms ran on a computer equipped
with an Intel Core i7-8700T CPU with 12 cores running at 2.40
GHz, and 16 GB RAM. The frequency of the control loop was
≈ 970 Hz.285

4.4. Validation Strategy
The convergence behavior and natural trajectory of the pro-

posed controllers, namely, proportional twist and bounded pro-
portional twist controllers, were compared against the conven-
tional decoupled controller for a pose-to-pose control task. Ad-290

ditionally, the natural convergence trajectory of a control law
claiming helical trajectories in [33] were compared against ours
in simulation.

4.4.1. Twist control validation
In this task, the desired pose q̂d was defined by manually295

moving the robot from a randomly selected home pose to an-
other pose by rotating just one joint of the robot and recording
the end-effector pose. Then, the robot was set to move from its
home position to the recorded pose using both the controllers.
We defined two such tasks by: rotating joint 3 (Task 1); and by300

rotating joint 4 (Task 2).
The 3D position trajectory taken by the end-effector is de-

picted in Fig. 3. Notice that the DQ controller always took a
circular path (following a screw motion) from its home posi-
tion to the desired pose. In contrast, the decoupled controller305

moved in a straight line. This circular path taken by the pro-
posed coupled controller can be useful for tasks that involve
twisting, screwing, or tasks involving mechanical constraints
like opening a hinged door.

Fig. 2 illustrates the absolute traslational and rotational er-310

rors, obtained with the euclidean norm of the position and ori-
entation vectors, respectively. Both controllers converged expo-
nentially as expected from proportional feedback control law.
The time of convergence was also similar for both controllers,
even if the DQ control law took a longer circular path as shown315

in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Twist control validation: Pose error convergence comparison in terms
of norm of the position error and the norm of the orientation error computed
using angle-axis parameters of the error quaternion.
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Figure 3: Twist control validation: End-effector 3D trajectory performed by the
dual quaternion proportional twist (blue) and the decoupled (red) controllers,
along with the predicted helical and straight line trajectories during two differ-
ent tasks. The rotational gain (kr) and translational proportional gain (kt) are
given in the legend in this same order. Both tasks start at the same initial pose.

The change in the joint positions of PANDA robot for the
coupled and decoupled controllers is shown in Fig. 4. We no-
ticed that the decoupled controller motion required more joints
(joints 2 and 4 for Task 1, and joint 2 for Task 2), as compared320

to the coupled DQ controller taking a screw path to achieve the
same tasks.

4.4.2. Arbitrary pose-to-pose control
We also studied the trajectory for pose-to-pose control with

randomly generated poses in a realistic simulation environment325

implemented in Matlab. We generated random screw-axis and
random rotation and translation value to compute a goal pose
within the workspace of the manipulator. The trajectories taken
by the end-effector for coupled, decoupled and bounded cou-
pled controller for one such pair of random home and goal poses330

have been given in Fig. 6. The expected reference trajectories
for the decoupled and coupled controllers, i.e. a straight line
path and a screw trajectory, are also shown in the same plot.
The deviation of the path taken by the manipulator from the cor-
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Figure 4: Twist control validation: Joint motion plot for the two tasks involving
single joint rotation in joint 3 and joint 4, respectively. Notice redundant mo-
tions of joints 2 and 4 for Task 1 and joint 4 for Task 2, required for decoupled
controller shown in red.

Figure 5: Pose error convergence plot for arbitrary pose control in terms of the
norm of 6D screw twist for gains 0.1 for unbounded coupled and decoupled
controller (UB), and 5 for the bounded coupled controller (B) with the bound
limit 0.1, for both translation and rotation part.

Figure 6: Trajectory taken by coupled unbounded (UB), decoupled, and cou-
pled bounded (B) controllers during arbitrary pose control for gains 0.1 for UB
controller, and 5 for the B controller with bound limit 0.1, for both translation
and rotation parts. The first three terms for pose init and pose final are the trans-
lation in metres and the last four terms are related to the orientation quaternion.

responding reference trajectories in terms of root mean square335

error were computed and are shown in Fig. 7.
The coupled twist controller yields a velocity screw which

minimizes the pose error expressed as a screw displacement.
This velocity screw is then decomposed into the linear super-
position of the manipulator’s joints’ screw velocities, more ex-340

plicitly into joints’ screw axes and speeds. This decomposition
is done through the manipulator’s Jacobian whose columns are
written in terms of the joints’ screw axes [48, 49]. This en-
sures that the end-effector takes a screw path to minimize the
pose error. Indeed, an articulated mechanism such as the se-345

rial manipulator is a physical representation of a screw system
where the links perform screw displacements through the joints.
This spontaneously makes screw theory a convenient tool for
robotics.

On the other hand, the decoupled controller yields a veloc-350

ity control law which minimizes the pose error expressed as
the difference in Cartesian position coordinates and axis-angle
3-dimensional vectors. This velocity control law is then decom-
posed into the linear superposition of the manipulator’s joints’
velocities. This decomposition is done through the manipula-355

tor’s Jacobian whose columns are written such that the com-
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Figure 7: Deviation from screw path given as root mean square error for coupled controller and straight line path for decoupled controller for gains 0.1 for unbounded
coupled and decoupled controller (UB), and 5 for the bounded coupled controller (B) with the bound limit 0.1, for both translation and rotation part.

position of the joint speeds decouples the linear and angular
velocities of the end-effector [50, 47]. However, this is not suf-
ficient to ensure that the end-effector takes a straight path to
minimize the pose error. It also depends on the manipulator’s360

joint configurations to be able to reproduce an adequate screw
axis to minimize the orientation errors.

As shown in the two plots (Fig. 7 and Fig. 6), the deviation of
the actual trajectories from their expected reference trajectories
increases as we increase the gain for both controllers. This be-365

haviour is expected because the generated control command for
the manipulator joints are higher for higher gains which leads
to larger motions and thus leading to deviation from the natural
error minimization trajectory. Note that the deviation is small-
est for the bounded control, in fact, even lower compared to370

unbounded coupled controller with the same gain (0.1) as the
bound. This is due to the fact that the bound is applied after
computing the control input and not on the screw error. The
convergence of the norm of the error twist for all the controllers
is given in Fig. 5. While both coupled and decoupled un-375

bounded controller converges exponentially, the bounded con-
troller converges linearly. This is due to the fact that a high
initial gain was chosen for the bounded controller to emphasize
its effectiveness.

4.4.3. Curved motion without final rotation380

Previous experiments demonstrated that the coupled con-
troller takes a screw trajectory whenever there is some rotation
required to achieve the goal pose. However, if the starting and
the goal pose have the same orientation, the trajectory taken by
the coupled and decoupled controller will be exactly the same.385

In this section we propose some modification to the natural tra-
jectory taken by the coupled controller for situations where we
still wanted a curved trajectory in the case where there is no
final rotation, for example during a pick and place task.

4.4.3.1 Rotation at the beginning and end390

One of the simplest strategy can be imparting a pure rotation
at the starting or at the end of the task, where this extra rota-
tion is nullified during reduction of the translational error. The
trajectories taken by the end-effector using these strategies for
pose-to-pose control without rotation is given in Fig. 8. For this395

task the unbounded controller with the gain 1.0 was used.
As can be seen in the plot for the norm-error of the 6-D er-

ror vector shown in Fig. 9 and trajectory plot (Fig. 8), there is

a slight difference between the resulting trajectories related to
these two strategies. The small circular motion at the end of the400

task for the rotation-end strategy is due to the fact that we de-
fined two successive goal poses for the rotation-end: one with
the original translation and added rotation; and, other with the
original desired pose. The small circle is related to the transla-
tion error while achieving the first goal. Whereas, for rotation-405

start strategy there is only an orientation error at the starting of
the motion with respect to the home pose.

4.4.3.2 Smooth transition

One of the issues with the previous strategy is the requirement
of big rotations at the beginning or at the end of the task. This410

kind of trajectory is undesired for tasks such as picking and
placing materials that could spill. To avoid this, we can spread
the added rotation by defining two intermediate poses with a
strategy shown in Fig. 10, which can be parameterized by a
maximum desired tilt (θ).415

Figure 8: Trajectory taken by unbounded coupled (UB) controller during
rotation-start and rotation-end strategies with gain equal to 1.0.

Figure 9: Pose error convergence plot for arbitrary pose control in terms of
the norm of 6D screw twist for gains equal to 1.0 with unbounded coupled
controller for rotation-start and rotation-end strategies.
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Figure 10: Strategy for smooth transition during pose-to-pose control where
there is no rotation.

In the shown strategy, without losing generality, the frame
attached to the end-effector goes through a rotation of angle θ
along the positive z-axis and then along negative z axis on an
arc spanning over 2θ defined by the circle with centre (xc, yc),
and then finally, again a rotation of θ along the positive z-axis.420

The center of the circle can be obtained as follows:

xc = d/2 (42)
(d/2 + rc) sin(θ) = d/2 (43)
(d/2 + rc) cos(θ) = d/2 − yc (44)

yc = (1 − arctan(θ))d/2, (45)

where d is the total translation desired.
The trajectory followed by the manipulator’s end-effector

and the corresponding plot for the norm error of a 6D twist is
given in Fig. 11, and Fig. 12 for maximum desired tilt θ = π/4425

and π/8. A bounded control strategy was used to ensure smooth
trajectory with gain 1.0 for bound 0.1 for both translation and
rotation parts. As it is clear from Fig. 11, the end-effector takes
the expected curved trajectory.

Figure 11: Trajectory taken by bounded coupled controller for smooth transi-
tion strategy with maximum desired tilt π/8 and π/4 and gains 5.0 and bound
limit 0.1.

An animated simulation of these tests can be seen in the fol-430

lowing link: https://youtu.be/8rQxVsea90w

4.5. Coupled controllers and helical trajectory
We compared our controller (31) to a controller proposed in

[33], for which the natural convergence trajectory during pose-

Figure 12: Pose error convergence plot for arbitrary pose control in terms of
the norm of 6D screw twist for gains 1.0 with bounded coupled controller for
smooth transition strategy with maximum desired tilt π/8 and π/4 and gains 5.0
and bound limit 0.1.

Figure 13: Comparison of proportional twist controller (31) with Controller 1
(46) in terms of convergence and closeness to ideal screw trajectory (referred
to as Screw extrapolation).

to-pose control was also claimed to be helical. The controller,
which we will refer to as Controller 1, was defined as:

ˆ⃗
ξe = −2k(ηeσe + εηeσ

′
e) (46)

In the above equation, ηe, σe and σ′e refer to the scalar compo-
nent of the primary part, vector component of the primary part
and vector component of the dual part, respectively, of the er-435

ror UDQ. We compared the closeness of the trajectory taken by
the controller (46) to ours with regards to an ideal screw trajec-
tory in simulation. A new goal pose was defined using random
screw-axis and random rotation and translation value. The ini-
tial screw axis related to the pose error and the completed rota-440

tion during the control were used to compute the translational
part of the motion, which were then combined to get the ideal
screw trajectory.

Fig. 13 shows the deviation from ideal screw trajectory in
(a), evolution of the norm of screw-based error in (b) and, the445

convergence trajectory in (c), during pose-to-pose control for
the above-mentioned controllers. The controller proposed in
our work is referred to as the Proportional twist controller in
the given figure. The deviation of the trajectory from the ideal
helical trajectory was computed in terms of the norm of the po-450

sition error. It is evident from Fig. 13 (a) and (c) that Controller
1 deviated significantly from the ideal screw motion, while our
proposed proportional twist controller trajectory almost coin-
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cided with it. The reason for this deviation is the pitch of the
helical trajectory imparted by the Controller 1, which is not455

equal to pitch related to the screw motion from initial to final
pose. Therefore, Controller 1 might require trajectory planning
to achieve certain tasks mentioned in this paper.

One of the attractive properties of the controllers proposed in
our work is that it can be easily modified to include the desired
property from other controllers. Controller 1, for example, has
a smooth start and end convergence as can be seen in Fig. 13
(c), owing to ηe = cos(θe/2) term in the controller. We tested
a new controller, referred to as Proportional twist cosine con-
troller in Fig. 13, where we added the cosine term:

ˆ⃗
ξe = −kηe

(
θeℓ⃗e + ϵ

(
θem⃗e + deℓ⃗e

))
(47)

It can be seen in Fig. 13 that the Screw cosine controller re-
tains the ideal helical trajectory, while at the same has smooth460

convergence at the start and end of the motion.

5. Conclusion
This work provided a dual-quaternion-based pose controller

for rigid bodies, applied to robotic manipulators. While simi-
lar controllers have been proposed before, the novelty lies in the465

usage of dual number and dual vector algebra. Additionally, the
properties of the proposed coupled controllers were compared
against a conventional decoupled controller that minimizes the
translation and rotation error separately. It was observed that
the decoupled controller has a tendency to drive the rigid body,470

or in our case the end-effector of a manipulator, in a straight
line path during pose-to-pose control. On the other hand, the
coupled controller takes a circular or screw path. These obser-
vations were verified with a real Franka Emika Panda robot, as
well as in simulation, with randomly generated start and goal475

configurations within the workspace of the robot.
We also provided additional strategies to generate curved

path along any desired axis during pose-to-pose control for cou-
pled controller where there is no change desired in the goal ori-
entation with regards to the starting configuration. Such strate-480

gies can be useful for achieving collision-free pick and place
tasks, without having to generate and follow actual trajectory
with time parametrization. A bounded controller proposed for
the coupled control strategy ensures that the end-effector fol-
lows the screw path with bounded end-effector velocity. These485

strategies were verified in simulation.
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